
R&M Lighting Division
A one stop resource for all of your lighting projects



Introducing Our Business

Introduction
The Lighting Division of R&M Electrical Group offers a  
“one stop” resource for all of your lighting projects. 
From large complex lighting systems through to small  
commercial lighting contracts R&M Electrical offers a  
holistic service covering consultancy, lighting scheme  
design, product specification and procurement to meet  
the requirements of any new construction or refurbishment 
project.

Lighting Design
R&M offers a lighting design, consultancy and supply  
service for amenity lighting, industrial and commercial 
lighting (internal and external) and also for hazardous area 
applications.

R&M specialise in producing energy efficient, eco-friendly  
lighting and control solutions that are innovative, visually  
stunning and effortlessly functional. We guarantee a  
personal service tailored to each individual project,  
creating solutions that are easy to maintain & cost-effective. 

R&M’s lighting schematics strive to reduce the  
environmental impact of the design, focusing on energy  
efficiency, minimising light pollution & trespass, working  
with leading manufacturers who are at the forefront of 
lighting design. R&M are not affiliated to one particular 
manufacturer allowing us to provide lighting solutions  
specifically tailored to our customer requirements.

R&M’s Lighting Engineers use a variety of specialist lighting  
design packages to model and simulate lighting  
installations prior to specification. Thus ensuring our  
designs fully comply with legislation & industry guidance  
(if not exceeding requirements), & allowing our customers  
to visualise the final effect.



Lighting Products
In addition to providing lighting design and lighting consultation  
services, R&M supplies a full range of lighting products from leading 
manufacturers. We focus on the supply of high quality products to the 
industrial, commercial and hazardous area markets.

Some of our Manufacturers

Markets we are working in
Oil, Gas, & Petrochemical Industry

Rail Services

Warehousing and Distribution

Manufacturing Process Plants

Food & Beverage Industry

Pharmaceutical Industry

Industrial Treatment Plants

Education Buildings

Healthcare Buildings

Office Buildings

Hospitality

Retail

Historical/Listed Buildings

Sports Facilities

Car Parks

Recreational Areas

Marine Industry



Tipner Park & Ride, Portsmouth
Working with SSE Contracting, Volker Fitzpatrick, and Portsmouth City 
Council we were asked to produce an energy efficient LED lighting  
scheme for the Tipner Park & Ride Project. We used Trilux Lighting,  
Cooper Lighting, and Ansell Lighting to produce the design for this  
feature building. We were also asked to work alongside Architainment 
Lighting and Philips Lighting to help produce the colour change LED 
lighting for the facia, signage and underpass leading to this feature 
building situated on the waterfront entrance into Portsmouth. 

North Farm Stud Riding Arena, Fawley
Working directly with the client our brief 
was to produce an LED lighting design 
which met the CIBSE recommendations in  
Lighting Guide 4 for outside horse training,  
and to work within the strict budget of 
the awarded grant. After receiving a letter  
from the charity a few months after the  
installation it was clear that we were  
successful with our aim.

St. John the Baptist Parish Church
Working with GEC Electrical Contractors we 
were asked to design an energy efficient,  
fully controllable lighting system, which 
would complement the many different uses 
the building had, these ranged from Sunday  
Service to baby groups and theatre  
productions, to name a few.

We were also asked to keep the beautiful 
vaulted ceiling clear and to light it as a feature.  
We worked with Hacel Lighting, Cooper  
Lighting, and Mode Lighting to produce this 
really dynamic scheme.

Case Studies



Multi-Story & Butterfield Car Parks, Winchester Hospital
Working directly for Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust we were 
asked initially to look at the Multi-Story Car Park on site and produce an 
energy efficient LED lighting scheme utilising the existing 3-core wiring 
points. We used a CREE Lighting product with RF sensors which allowed 
us to dim the system down to 10% when there was nobody present, this 
offered very good additional energy savings beyond the use of LED. 

From this we were asked to look at the Butterfield Car Park at the front of the site, this is situated in front of a listed building and 
part of a sensitive conservation area. We again worked with CREE Lighting and offered a contemporary black LED lantern in 
two sizes which gave the look of a classic Victorian style lantern. We utilised lighting controls to save energy and reduce light 
pollution.

1855 Wine Bar, Oxford
Working with N&M Electrical we were 
asked to specify the lighting and controls 
for 1855 Wine Bar situated in the Oxford 
Castle Quarter. Using mainly LED lighting 
we were able to produce a very dynamic 
lighting scheme which complimented  
the age and historical significance of the 
area, and created the perfect ambiance 
for the nature of the building. Using Mode 
Lighting’s E-Din product we supplied 
a programmable scene setting system  
which allowed the lighting to be changed 
depending on the time of day and what 
the space was being used for. Part of 
the brief was to create a daylight effect  
in the windows of the adjoining  
Magistrates Court which were being 
blocked out by feature mirrors in the 
atrium, this was achieved using LED 
strips and a time clock.  We worked with  
Reggiani, Aurora, Lee Broom, Mode  
Lighting, Cooper Lighting, and LEDs and  
Dimmable Drivers on this project.

Before After



Other Services

R&M has a renowned global presence in the electrical industry, whilst retaining the core philosophy of giving our customers 
an individual service, tailor made to their particular needs. As such we have developed a wide range of services to enable our 
customers to optimise the supply chain management relationship with R&M.

Assembly Division
Through our Assembly Division R&M are able to  
offer our clients the assembly and modification 
of enclosures destined for use in EExe hazardous,  
marine and industrial areas. With a wide range of  
terminal, junction and control stations in stock  
we are able to assemble, modify and drill to the  
most exacting of customer requirements. We are 
also able to offer in-house CAD facilities to our 
customers and use state of the art CNC machinery  
to ensure the utmost of accuracy in all of our  
assemblies.

Fixings & Supports Division
R&M’s Fixings & Supports Division aims to simplify the procurement  
process for the entire scope of first fix materials including containment, 
fixings, hangers, pipe supports and power tools to both mechanical and 
electrical contractors. They are also able to offer a prefabrication and  
module service. Operating internationally this specialist division has a 
wealth of experience of working in this field over the last twenty years.

R&M Fixings have recently launched a new online product configurator 
for all your pre-fabrication needs - Build a Bracket®. Pre-fabrication is  
the largest contributor to reducing costs & saving time, as well as  
improving quality & reducing defects on site. Covering cut strut and 
multiple bracket types including trapeze, christmas tree & H-frame, 
our Build a Bracket® software will provide you with a quote & CAD  
drawing within minutes.

Cable Division
Our Cables Division has been a significant  
extension to the services and capabilities of  
R&M Electrical Group Limited. Stocking a wide 
range of all cables, we are able to quickly  
respond to our customer’s delivery requirements 
wherever they are located in the world.

As a result of our growth and success, R&M has 
established very close relationships with many 
of the world’s largest cable manufacturers  
including Prysmian, Nexans, Cable Service-CCI 
Group, General Cables, AEI, Belden and othe 
well-known international names.



Bespoke Electronic Catalogue
R&M have the capability to provide our customers with 
bespoke electronic catalogues, giving them access to an 
EDI purchasing and product technical data sheets whilst 
using our customers own product reference codes and 
pricing structures, for ease of retrieval of information 
wherever they are in the world.

Projects

Representatives

Worldwide Distribution
R&M are able to supply UK, European and American standard  
equipment to anywhere within the UK and the World. We  
boast a large fleet of vehicles ranging from 7.5 Tonne Trucks 
to long wheel base vans and transits, ensuring unrivalled 
fleet support by offering next day deliveries to most locations  
within the United Kingdom.

Through our dedicated exports and projects departments we  
have been successfully serving our overseas customers since 
1996, distributing to over 80 countries world-wide, from  
supplying single one off units to bulk electrical contracts.

R&M form part of a Global Alliance with a number of  
independently owned partners strategically positioned 
throughout the globe. Each of the Alliance members share 
common global customers and manufacturing partners. 
Through our Global Alliance we are able to further offer our 
clients worldwide supply capabilities, whilst maintain a local 
focus.  We are able to respond to our client’s requirements by 
sourcing and supplying materials from a number of supply 
hubs throughout the world.

Supply Chain Management
Our dedicated team manages our supply contracts to ensure all goods are delivered correctly, on time, along with any  
associated certification required.  With our worldwide network of divisions and global alliances we are able to offer our  
customers products from the world’s leading manufacturers. Working in partnership with our clients we are constantly  
striving to improve our customer service, monitoring key indicators on a regular basis.

R&M are able to offer a customer bespoke solution for all of our clients differing requirements and have considerable  
experience in operating a wide range of stocking facilities; from utilising our extensive warehouse facilities to hold customer 
specific stock and spares to offering Kitting, Kanban and consignment stock options, situated at locations convenient to our 
customers.
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R&M Electrical Group Limited is registered in England and Wales No. 2218034. 
Registered office: Units 1 & 2 362 Spring Road, Southampton, SO19 2PB, Hampshire.

R&M Electrical Group Ltd (Lighting Division)
Unit 2, 362 Spring Road, Sholing

Southampton, Hampshire SO19 2PB

Tel: 023 80686 603
Email: lighting@rm-electrical.com

www.rm-electrical.com


